
When the new POS platform was in the final stages of development, 
the company engaged Solugenix for the testing phase. Since there 
was an existing partnership, Sologenix was in a unique position to 
analyze the software and provide appropriate, actionable feedback. 

The Challenge

Solugenix assembled a project team consisting of an operations 
manager, help desk supervisor and lead technician that could guide 
the discovery, change, verification and user education process. 

The POS platform uplift included development, implementation and 
roll-out of the new POS system’s back-end and front-end 
environment. This included an upgrade of Windows XP clients 
running Microsoft SQL 2000, to Windows 7 running Microsoft SQL 
2008. 

This approach allowed for key knowledge transfer between teams, 
which led to a significantly more efficient deployment across 2,000+ 
franchise locations. While there are many factors involved, 
Solugenix’s best-in-class support assisted the auto service provider 
roll out the new system of a span of just under eight months. The 
previous POS rollout took over two years.  

The Solugenix Approach

A leading automotive services provider with over 2,000 locations in 
the United States faced the challenge of an increasingly outdated POS 
system that struggled to serve the growing needs of its customers 
and internal workforce. As technology changed, the company was 
increasingly concerned about compatibility, ease of use and future 
updates to the system. 

The software was an ‘uplift’ of the company’s existing POS system, 
built with the ability to scale to newer operating systems within the 
lifetime of the software. In moving to new platforms, the challenge 
would be to identify and report on usability challenges for the end 
user, while also giving Solugenix a window in the environment that 
would be supported.  

Background

Solugenix provided ad hoc 
software testing for an 
innovative point of sale 
(POS) system that focused on 
improving sales, customer 
service and workflow 
optimization.  

Scalable:
Increased compatibility, 
ease of use & future 
updates to the system 

Benchmarks, Met:
The new system met all 
end user & system 
capability benchmarks  

Efficient: 
Successful delivery in 7.5 
months, vs. 2 years for 
previous POS

Key Takeaways:

Want to know more?
Connect with a Support 
Specialist now, click here!

Scalable POS Platform 
Uplift for Quick Lube Auto 
Service Provider 
Increased compatibility, ease of use & future 

updates across 2,000 franchise locations 

https://slgx.co/3gvxQYZ

